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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Trevor BaggioreThe reason we are here is to introduce a framework for moving forward with a State Surface Water Protection programQuestion we will ask and want your input on; Initial reactions only. We know that you are going to need some time to think about the framework we are proposing. Can you support this proposed framework?What other information is needed?What changes would you need to see to support it?Will you be willing to support potential legislation?
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Initial Feedback
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Presentation Notes
Trevor BaggioreWhy do we need a state program?Proposed FrameworkListen to StakeholdersNext Steps



Navigable 
Waters 

Protection 
Rule

Limited federal control 
of state waters

Based on commerce 
and navigation

Leaves many important 
waters to the states
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Trevor BaggioreThe EPA and USACE did not intend the Navigable Waters Protection Rule (NWPR) to protect all important waters. The NWPR followed the Scalia decision in Rapanos, which focused on waters needing a surface-flow connection to downstream, jurisdictional waters. The NWPR protects waters that fall under federal control because of their connection to navigation and interstate commerce. The rule protects Traditional Navigable Waters and waters that contribute surface flow in a typical year. This leaves many important waters to the states to protect.   The uncertainty of the future of the NWPR (This week’s election, court challenges, etc) the implementation challenges Arizona has (lack of federal tools and guidance, and 80% of our streams without solid flow permanence data) means that any  State Surface Water Protection Program we create must be easy to implement, familiar and be flexible enough to manage the uncertainty and chaos in Washington, D.C .The framework we present today is designed to protect important Arizona waters that do not fall under federal authority and manage this uncertainty and lack of clarity, potentially fulfilling the promise of the NWPR (clarity, predictability, certainty), appling regulation to only those areas where there is scientific evidence of an identifiable problem and supported by Arizona stakeholders.



Why do we need a state 
program?

Protect key wet 
waters

Sustain Arizona’s 
economy

Fulfill Governor 
Ducey’s vision and 
direction 

Why do 
we need 
a state 

program?
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Trevor Baggiore At the risk of repetition - Some wet waters not protected under the new Federal RuleThere are actual  wet waters in Arizona that can’t receive the protections of the Clean Water Act, todayCongress stated, and  this Administration agreed, some waters are more appropriate for the State to protect under its authorityMeaning, that there are relatively permanent waters without CWA protectionStakeholder inputEconomic Impact Governor Direction 



EXAMPLES OF NEWLY NON-WOTUS WATERS

Santa Fe Reservoir, Williams
• Drinking water source for City of 

Williams
• Popular for fishing
• Currently has consumption advisory 

for mercury in fish tissue based on 
WOTUS water quality standards

Roper Lake, Safford
• Arizona State Park
• Popular lake for camping, 

fishing, and recreation 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Trevor BaggioreWe want to show you some examples of wet waters that don’t have Clean water Act protection; these are a limited set of examples, there are other wet waters, including some waters that ADEQ doesn’t have enough data to determine flow regime statusSanta Fe Reservoir, WilliamsWilliams, AZ “ The Gateway to the Grand Canyon”This reservoir, and 4 others, serve as a drinking water source for the  over 3000 residents of Williams.With our current tools, we believe that it is unlikely that these 5 sources will receive the protection of the CWAAll seven local reservoirs are popular fishing locationsRoper Lake, SaffordLikely not to receive the protections of the Clean Water Act nowPopular boating and fishing destinationThe public expectation is that ADEQ is responsible for protecting waters which is being used by the publicToday, we don’t have the authority to take action if there is an algal bloom on Roper Lake (as an example)



EXAMPLES OF NEWLY NON-WOTUS WATERS 
Granite Creek, Prescott
• Popular for birding and recreation
• Currently impaired for Dissolved Oxygen and E. coli based on 

WOTUS water quality standards

Watson Woods Preserve - Photo Credit Prescott Creeks
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Granite Creek, PrescottIntermittent tributary above Watson Lake, and Trib to the Verde River, It’s impaired -impaired for Dissolved Oxygen and E. coli based on WOTUS water quality standardsHow it’s used -Popular for birding and recreation Context Note: Likely Non-WOTUS because downstream reach (from Willow Creek to the Verde) has a undetermined flow regime.  Using NAIP imagery, a 23.4% riparian corridor was estimated indicating that reach (reach#058) may be ephemeral. Other ADEQ evaluation tools (Groundwater & Snowpack) will be applied to better estimate flow regime & a typical year test will have to be conducted using federal implementation tools Streamflow Duration Assessment Methods(SDAM) & antecedent precipitation tool (APT)



EXAMPLES OF NEWLY NON-WOTUS WATERS

Watson Lake, Prescott
• Popular recreation site –

fishing, boating, camping, 
hiking

• Impaired (nutrient and nutrient 
–related water quality issues) 
based on WOTUS water quality 
standards

Woods Canyon Lake, near 
Payson
• Managed trout fishery
• Popular recreation site –

fishing, boating, camping
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Trevor BaggioreWatson LakeWoods Canyon LakeBut these are not the only waters that will benefit from a State surface water protection program;Drinking water systems, highly recreated waters; the NWPR likely leaves these waters without CWA protectionIn fact, we don’t yet have all the tools to fully understand which waters will fall in CWA other wet waters; this creates a lack of clarity on the part of the State, residents, and industry, alike.



GOVERNOR DUCEY’S VISION

My vision is for Arizona 
to be the number one 
state to live, work, 
play, recreate, retire, 
visit, do business, and 
get an education.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Trevor BaggioreWe also believe that in order to fulfill the Governor’s Vision of making Arizona the number one state to live, work, play, recreate, retire, visit, do business, and get an education we can’t leave wet waters that deserve it without some protectionWe believe that the window of opportunity is open now to get that done How does this relate to a state program?Tourism - retire, recreate, play Clean water to drinkQuality of life - attract quality talent and recreation jobsBirding and other activities



SUSTAIN ARIZONA’S ECONOMY

Arizona water-based 
recreation contributes

$13.5B
to the state’s economy

114,000 
Jobs
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Trevor BaggioreArizona boasts an impressive recreation economy that contributes $13.5B to the state’s economy and 114,000 jobs. (Audubon Arizona, THE ECONOMIC IMPACT OF ARIZONA’S RIVERS, LAKES, AND STREAMS, 2020).When we protect our waters, we are not just protection birds and fish. We are protecting part of what makes Arizona such a great place to “live, work, play, recreate, retire, visit, do business, and get an education.”Additionally, Arizona’s iconic rivers—the Colorado, the San Pedro, the Verde and others—bring in visitors from all over the world who seek the one-of-a-kind recreational opportunities. Hikers and hunters, boaters and birders, come to Arizona. This translates to substantial economic benefits for our state.  Audubon Studyhttps://www.audubon.org/news/outdoor-recreation-along-arizonas-waterways-13-billion-industry andhttps://nas-national-prod.s3.amazonaws.com/audubon_az_econ_report_executive_summary_0.pdf 



GOVERNOR DUCEY’S DIRECTION
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Trevor BaggioreA reminder of what the Governor has commited us to;In early 2017, the EPA began to evaluate a different approach to Clean Water Act protections. In a letter to EPA in 2017, Governor Ducey stated that  the “original intent of Congress was not to use the Clean Water Act as a blanket regulation to cover all waters….” The Governor’s intent was not to leave vital, non-WOTUS state surface waters unprotected.We have designed this framework to be consistent with the Governor’s intent. 



WHAT HAVE WE HEARD?

The NWPR rule is confusing

A unique and complex new state 
program would be the wrong choice

Tucson Stakeholder Meeting: Feb 2020 13

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Trevor Baggiore What have we concluded from stakeholder feedback and from our Stakeholder Advisory Group?Portions of the new federal rule are  ambiguous, a challenge to implement and, yes, confusing We also heard that an entirely new and unknown program concept could be complex and confusing, as wellStakeholders and permittees have a good understanding of the existing AZPDES program; Including state waters in the AZPDES program reflects what stakeholders and permittees have told us;ADEQ should use the familiar AZPDES program, instead of creating something new;  Adding state waters to that program is uncomplicated. 



WHAT HAVE WE HEARD?

A state program should:
▪ Have a map of protected waters
▪ Keep what we know (CWA)
▪ Not be a land management program 
▪ Build on existing programs and authorities

Flagstaff Tribal Information Session: Feb 2020 14

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Trevor BaggioreWhat have we concluded from stakeholder feedback and from our Stakeholder Advisory Group?A state program should mirror the current CWA program, so that permittees don’t have to learn an entirely vocabulary and permit programAnd finally,  the program should be one that protects surface water quality and isn’t  a land management programWhile these sentiments haven’t been universal, they have formed the theme of the responses we have received on the concept of a new State program to protect State waters 



CURRENT STATE

Point 
Source & 

Storm 
Water 

Permits 

Set Water 
Quality 

Standards

Enforce 
Standards

Total 
Maximum 

Daily 
Loads

Dredge 
and Fill 
Permits

WOTUS

Non-WOTUS

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

No
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Trevor BaggioreHere we have the current state. While we can set and enforce water quality standards for non-WOTUS waters, we cannot require permits for discharges to those waters, and we do not include those waters in our TMDL program. 



PROPOSED FRAMEWORK

Point 
Source & 

Storm 
Water 

Permits

Set Water 
Quality 

Standards

Enforce 
Standards

Total 
Maximum 

Daily 
Loads

Dredge 
and Fill 
Permits

* Applying currently-existing standards, and revising as needed.  

Listed, non-
WOTUS

Yes Yes

Yes
*

Yes

Yes

Yes Yes

NoYes Yes

Yes Yes NoNo No

WOTUS

Unlisted, 
non-WOTUS
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Trevor BaggioreUnder the proposed framework, listed, non-WOTUS waters would receive the same state protections as WOTUS waters. Note, that this does not include administration of the 404 program, and its permitting requirements for dredge and fill activities. These protections would not apply to all waters of the state. The AZPDES program would only cover a defined list of State watersUsing the tools we have - instead of creating new program when we are not clear of the scope of waters; especially if it might be a small number of waters



PROTECTED SURFACE WATERS LIST

Arizona’s 8 major rivers

CLEAN 
WATER 
ACT

Additional wet waters

WOTUS

8
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Trevor BaggioreThe list of protected surface waters would have three parts;All WOTUS would be on the list. The federal CWA requires that all WOTUS be protected by the AZPDES program. All non-WOTUS reaches of Arizona’s 8 major rivers Additional wet waters. We have yet to determine what waters these will be. 



Flow 
Regimes 
of the 8 
Major 
Rivers
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Trevor BaggioreAll non-WOTUS reaches of Arizona’s 8 major rivers This would include 5 ephemeral stretches There are 24 reaches, at this time, that are unknown for flow regimeGila River-4E, 15?San Pedro River-1E, 1?Santa Cruz River-0E, 8?



Initial list of protected state 
waters

Defined criteria and public 
process to add/remove 
waters from the list

Permit only required for 
discharges to a WOTUS or a 
water on the list

Additional 
Wet 

Waters
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Trevor Baggiore Let’s make sure that we help folks understand what this list COULD be too.All P and I, regardless of where they are in the ArizonaAppendix B minus Ephemeral waters, etc.The program would begin with a list of protected state waters. We have not determined this list. In addition to those waters, stakeholders could propose for waters to be added or removed from this list over time. Additions or removals would need to meet objective criteria, and would go through a public process before they are finalized. A permit would only be required for discharges to WOTUS or waters on the list. Additions or removals from the  list would not apply retroactively. 



FRAMEWORK GOALS 

Protect public health 
and the environment

Promote and encourage 
sustainable business

Preserve and protect          
Arizona’s 8 major rivers

Woods Canyon Lake: Non-WOTUS
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Trevor BaggioreA prospective program shouldPlainly identify regulated waters. Stakeholders should be able to check a list or map. The uncertainty surrounding WOTUS is not acceptable; We don’t want to create a State program that compounds and recreates that uncertaintyPreserve/Protect the perennial, intermittent, and ephemeral reaches Arizona’s eight major rivers. Bill Williams RiverColorado RiverGila RiverLittle Colorado RiverSalt RiverSan Pedro RiverSanta Cruz RiverVerde River



FRAMEWORK GOALS

Safeguard wet waters 

Leverage existing 
authorities and 
programs

Produce a clear 
program with a 
defined list and map

Jack’s Canyon: Intermittent 
Stream
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Trevor Baggiore  



Same permit program 
and fees as the CWA 
402 Program 

One set of standards

Same permit for both 
WOTUS and listed 
state waters

Framework 
Features
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Trevor Baggiore  



THIS FRAMEWORK:

WILL NOT require multiple AZPDES 
permits for a single discharge

WILL NOT set standards for any 
ephemerals other than those portions of 
the 8 major rivers

WILL NOT change how ADEQ administers 
the AZPDES program 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Trevor BaggioreThis program will work with the current AZPDES program. An applicant will not need permits from both the federal and state program for the same discharge. The water is either in the state program or the federal program - not in both.Dry washes are not protected under this program. Indeed, no ephemeral waters are included *except for the (5 known) ephemeral reaches of Arizona’s 8 major rivers.(There are 24 reaches with unknown flow regimes at this time)The only time that a person would need a permit for a discharge to an ephemeral water is if they discharge toan ephemeral reach of one of the 8 major rivers, orwhen they discharge to an ephemeral water, but their discharge reaches a protected surface water. If a discharger can ensure that a discharge would not reach a protected surface water, then a permit would not be required. This is not a land management program. It does not regulate dredging and filling activities. In other words, we will not "backfill" dredge and fill deregulation put in place by the NWPRThis program will not change how the AZPDES program works, or how an applicant applies for, receives, or complies with their permit. 



THIS FRAMEWORK:

WILL NOT regulate nonpoint source 
pollution

WILL NOT regulate AG return flows and 
AG stormwater discharges

WILL NOT create a state dredge and fill 
program (like CWA Section 404)
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Trevor BaggioreThe water is either in the state program or the federal program - not in bothKeeping all the relevant agricultural exemptions in the current programNo land use like 404 dredge and Fill programcustomer may still be subject to Army Corps Jurisdiction



EXAMPLE EXCLUSIONS  

▪ Ephemeral waters (other than those 
portions of the 8 major rivers)

▪ Ditches and canals

▪ Artificially irrigated areas

▪ HOA and golf course ponds

▪ Swimming pools 

▪ Stock tanks

▪ Upland pools incidental to construction and 
industry

▪ Waste treatment systems

▪ Others?
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Trevor BaggioreCertain types of water will be excluded.This means that they cannot be on the protected surface waters list unless they are a WOTUS. Examples are listed here. We are continuing to develop this list. Are there others that need to be added? 



Your Initial 
Reaction

Launch Poll Question
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Trevor BaggioreCan you support this proposed framework?What other information is needed?What changes would you need to see to support it?Will you be willing to support potential legislation?



Your 
Thoughts?

Can you support this 
proposed framework?

What other information 
is needed?

Will you be willing to 
support potential 
legislation?
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Trevor BaggioreCan you support this proposed framework?What other information is needed?What changes would you need to see to support it?Will you be willing to support potential legislation?



Support 
for 

Framework Launch Poll Question
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Trevor BaggioreCan you support this proposed framework?What other information is needed?What changes would you need to see to support it?Will you be willing to support potential legislation?



Input, 
Feedback
Due Nov 13

Please use online survey:
Thoughts on the inclusion of the 8 
major rivers

What should our initial set of protected 
waters be?

Which waters should be excluded?

Suggestions for criteria and process to 
add/remove waters
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Trevor BaggioreNov 18 	Tribal feedback due



UPDATE: FLOW REGIME MAP 

Update:
▪ Finalizing the display for ADEQ eMaps
▪ Finalizing webpage
▪ Requests for Shapefiles and data will go through ADEQ 

Records Center
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The webpage and associated materials will have information regarding how flow regimes are determined and what data goes into determinations. 



Your 
Thoughts?

How would you like to 
be notified about 
updates to flow 
regimes? 
● Monthly and by email (via a 

subscription list) 
● Only checking the azdeq.gov 

website when I need 
information

● Other, please specify
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Flow regimes are updated monthlyUpdates are a result of:New data gathered by ADEQCredible data submitted to ADEQIncorporation of credible data (i.e. USGS or USFS sampling results)Application of additional tools in assigning flow regime (i.e. NWPR federal Implementation Tools)How would you like to be notified about updates to flow regimes? Monthly and by email (via a subscription list) Only checking the azdeq.gov website when I need informationOther, please specify



Launch Poll Question
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Your 
Thoughts?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
How would you like to be notified about updates to flow regimes? Monthly and by email (via a subscription list) Only checking the azdeq.gov website when I need informationOther, please specify



NEXT STEPS

Revise framework to 
incorporate feedback

Finalize draft legislation to 
seek statutory authority
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Presentation Notes
Trevor Baggiore
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